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About This Game

Claw your way to the top of Moreytown, a furry slum for human-animal hybrids. Will you take down the gangs who rule the
town, or take them over instead?
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I found the writing to be very engaging and plot very interesting. I wholeheartedly enjoy the concept of branching paths, which
this game exploits at its leisure. I became a hero in the end, thanks to my trying to talk a cult member out of a terrorist act and
generally being your average joe. And, this should be no surprise to my friends, I gave in to Lucy's temptations, thanks to my
weakness for foregin girls. Unfortunately, since this is a text-based game we have here, I could only muster one playthrough. It
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doesn't help that it doesn't have a save game feature or chapter select. This is a picky comment, but it would've helped this game
a lot and add some replay value if it had a little more meat to it, made this into a longer story. Then again, you can only stare at
text on a screen for so long. Regardless of my personal preferences, if you're looking for a game that's not at all asking for you
to have the right graphics card and a story that's particularly engaging, I'd say this would be worth your time.. This game is
extremely fun especially if you like reading. I am more of a gamer than a reader but, I like reading as much as the next person.
This is the perfect combination of game and book.. good game, pretty fun there are lots of choices, it is a little short though like
2 hours to get through your first playthrough, there is a lot of replay value though, especially if you are a completionist and will
try to unlock all the achievements.. I will start with that I enjoy all the 'choice of' games I play so the recomendation comes from
a general level of tolerance and enjoyment from these games. This one in particular had a nice concept and fairly well presented
story. With that said I have just finished the game and boy does it have serious flaws that should be seen if you wish to purchase
this game: 1. It is very quick, it felt like I was jumping into experiences extremely quickly. I understand there is that constraint
but it bounces through maybe 5 plot point over 3 days and then you're done. 2. There is a lack of deeper lore and character
backstory or maybe just less than I am used too. 3. There are perhaps the wide range of customizables that are linked to these
games but boy were they surface level. 4. This is the last and most important, I don't know what motivation any character from
the baseline would have in this whole thing, I just can't believe someone would act so rashly and completely. Buy if you like the
concept and fancy a quick (less than 2 hours in my 1st playthrough) of a 'choice' game, otherwise if the price is to steep for that
just leave it, probably end up just a bit disapointed like me. 1st review so thanks for those that read this and I hope both the
author and publisher move onto better things.. Very quick (3 hours) but very fun. I've done one playthrough so far, but it looks
like the author did a good job of making sure my choices were taken into account. Also thirstiness is rewarded if it's consistent
so embrace your inner furry.. The game is about 30 minutes long and has a small small assortment of characters. None of which
really have backstories or explain their motivation. The plot is very very linear even for a choice of game, and it seems much
more like your decisions in the last 2 minutes (literally) are all that really do anything. This game feels a bit cash grabby
compared to the others unfortunately. The few well written pages it has isn't really worth going through the rest of the game.
Also I could be wrong, but didn't some previous choice of games have a save feature? It's pretty irritating how in the plot of this
game you can just flat out die very easily in the last 2 or 3 choices and then you need to restart the entire story over. Worst of
all, I think this game still suffers from the normal issues these games have had for years. When you are given choices, it's best to
just focus all your choices into benefitting stats, which severely limits you trying to roleplay a character. For example, let's say
there's a guy who is being held at gunpoint. I can either A. Walk away from the situation and get nothing. I can B. Try to sneak
up and take the muggers by surprise. Which increases my stealth. Or C. Join the muggers and get a cut of the money. If the
character I made fits more into the type A scenario, then they'll be u2665u2665u2665u2665ed for later story moments that
might require skills or money. And picking option C for the money is pointless since money is a useless stat, because these
games are absolutely full of useless stats. These games were fun choose your own adventure books when they first started
coming out, but they just don't seem to be improving them very much.. This game is wonderfur!. Very quick (3 hours) but very
fun. I've done one playthrough so far, but it looks like the author did a good job of making sure my choices were taken into
account. Also thirstiness is rewarded if it's consistent so embrace your inner furry.. By far the best MUD (or singleplayer. if you
prefer) I have ever played.. Very quick (3 hours) but very fun. I've done one playthrough so far, but it looks like the author did a
good job of making sure my choices were taken into account. Also thirstiness is rewarded if it's consistent so embrace your
inner furry.
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